
Until fairly recently, advertising by
physicians was simply not done. Any
sort of self-promotion was deemed a
practice that detracted from the dignity
of the medical professional. It was also
felt it threatened the mutual trust that is
the foundation of the physician/patient
relationship. 
                                                                          

Physician advertising remained a
taboo until the mid-1970s when the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) urged
the American Medical Association
(AMA) to allow physician advertising to
spur competition to lower the cost of
medical services. The FTC further said
that the prohibition of advertising was
actually restraint of trade. 

Despite an initial slow acceptance on
the part of the medical profession to
expand advertising beyond a listing in
the Yellow Pages, the reality of today’s
competitive healthcare environment has
made marketing and advertising by
physicians more commonplace and
accepted. However, it is not without
risks. Consider the following scenarios:

Scenario 1:
Barbara Holcom, a 36-year-old business

professional, purchased a discounted Lasik
procedure by YourTown Opthalmology,
Inc., on Coupons-R-Us.com. The special 
of the day was $1,750 for conventional

LASIK eye surgery on both eyes—a 
savings of $2,450 off the normal price of
$4,200. Barbara had been considering
LASIK, but it was not covered under her
health insurance plan. She recognized it
was a good price and paid Coupons-R-
Us.com by credit card. She then received
her discount coupon to take to YourTown
Opthalmology. 
After being examined by Dr. Stevens,

she was informed that she was not a 
candidate for conventional LASIK, due 
to specific visual aberrations. Instead, 
she would need wavefront-guided LASIK,
a newer procedure that more precisely 
customizes laser reshaping of the eye. Dr.
Stevens also told her that her Coupons-R-
Us.com discount could not be applied to
the wavefront-guided LASIK, which was
even more costly than conventional LASIK.
Barbara argued that she had paid for

the procedure, and the group should honor
her coupon. After lengthy discussions with
Dr. Stevens and the practice business
manager, Barbara stormed out the office
threatening, “You’ll hear from my attorney!” 
Barbara then filed complaints with the

Better Business Bureau, the state medical
society, and the state medical board, 
alleging that YourTown Ophthalmology

broke a negotiated contract, failed to 
provide services for which it had received
payment, and used Coupons-R-Us.com 
to engage in “bait-and-switch” tactics.

Scenario 2:
Roberta Reisman, M.D., a board-certified

plastic and reconstructive surgeon, had
long used “before and after” photos of 
actual patients on her website and in 
professional lectures. No names were ever
used and parts of the patients’ faces were
obscured to prevent actual identification.
Her routine surgical consent form included
a clause that authorized the use of patient
photographs “for medical teaching and 
professional purposes only and after 
personally identifying information has
been redacted or obscured.” 
Unfortunately, a prospective patient 

was viewing a “before and after” breast
augmentation photo on Dr. Reisman’s
website and recognized a friend’s unique
tattoo. She innocently contacted the patient
and mentioned she had seen photos on 
Dr. Reisman’s website and wanted to ask
her a few questions about the procedure. 
The patient filed a lawsuit against 

Dr. Reisman, alleging breach in patient 
confidentiality and reported the incident
as a privacy breach under HIPAA. While
Dr. Reisman argued that the patient had
signed an authorization form allowing the 
release of her photos, the physician could
not be defended because: 

1. She should have obscured the 
patient’s tattoo before posting 
the photos to ensure anonymity.
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2. The use of the photos on a website 
fell outside of the “medical teaching 
and/or professional purposes” that
the patient authorized.

Misleading Advertising
Prohibited

As illustrated by Scenario 1,
advertising must not be misleading. The
FTC offers the following guidelines to
maintain compliance: 

• Advertisements should be accurate  
and not contain explicit or implied  
false claims or misrepresentations 
of material fact. 

• There should be no omissions of      
material fact from advertisements. 

• Physicians should be able to              
substantiate material claims and       
personal representations made in     
advertisements. 

The FTC can file suit against a
physician who engages in advertising
that does not comply with those
guidelines, levy monetary fines and
prohibit future advertising. 

Generally, state professional boards
have adopted similar language with regard

to physician marketing
and advertising—false,
deceptive or misleading
advertising is
prohibited. Physicians
who do not comply can
be disciplined for non-
professional behavior.
State medical boards’
professional codes may
vary on the degree of

detail in their advertising guidelines, but
all are based on truth in advertising and
the best interest of the public. 

The Iowa Board of Medicine,1 for
example, prohibits:

a. Inflated or unjustified claims that    
lead to expectations of favorable       
results.

b. Self-laudatory claims that imply       
that the licensee is skilled in a field  
or specialty of practice for which      
the licensee is not qualified.

c. Representations that are likely to      
cause the average person to               
misunderstand.

d. Extravagant claims or claims of        
extraordinary skills not recognized  
by the medical profession.

In Illinois, physicians are specifically
prohibited from making “testimonials or
claims of superior quality of care to entice
the public”.2 The Kansas State Board of
Healing Arts’ regulations list fraudulent
or false advertising as grounds for a
physician license revocation, limitation
or suspension, or public or private
censure3 and specifically target “bait-
and-switch” advertising (as was alleged
by the patient in Scenario 1), stating:

Any licensee who offers to perform a
free examination, service or procedure for
a patient, shall, during the initial visit,
only perform the examination, service or
procedure contained in the offer. Before
any other examinations, services, or
procedures are performed, the licensee
shall explain the nature and purpose of 
the examination, service, or procedure 
and specifically disclose to the patient, 
to the greatest extent possible, the cost of
the examination, service or procedure.4

Patient Confidentiality Is
a Must

As addressed in Scenario 2, patient
privacy is another important 

consideration with physician advertising.
The HIPAA Privacy Rules address the
physician’s need to protect a patient’s
personal health information from
unauthorized disclosure. Moreover,
HIPAA prohibits physicians from using
or disclosing PHI in their marketing
without first obtaining patient
authorization. 

In Scenario 2, the provider had the
patient’s permission to use her “before
and after photos.” However, that
authorization stipulated the photos
would be used “after personally
identifying information has been
redacted or obscured” and for “medical
teaching and/or professional purposes.”
Because the patient’s friend was able to
identify her from the photos, the
physician had not taken adequate steps 
to comply with that stipulation. Also, the
use of the photos on a website fell outside
of the scope of “medical teaching and/or
professional purposes.”

In addition to knowing and abiding by
the applicable laws and regulations in
this regard in the state in which they are
licensed, physicians should also consider
whether their advertising crosses state
borders. If so, that advertising must
comply with the regulations of all
applicable states.  Expanding that
concept globally, e.g., advertising via the
Internet, compounds the amount of due
diligence necessary prior to launching
online marketing efforts.

Physicians
should 
consider
whether their
advertising
crosses state
borders.

The FTC can file suit against physicians 
for deceptive advertising.
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Social Media Comes 
into Play

It was only a matter of time until
online shopping made the wireless 
jump to the world of social media. The
business model of social media sites like
Groupon®, Living Social, TIPPR, Zulily,
Yipit, and other deal-of-the-day websites
is based on what is called an “assurance
contract.” 

The discounting website offers an
online discount for a specific product 
or service to its subscribers. If a
predetermined number of subscribers
sign up for it, the discount becomes
available to all.  If not, no one gets the
deal. The intent is to help retailers
increase volume and attract new
customers. 

Many healthcare providers have
jumped on the online coupon
bandwagon. Understandably, deals for
elective services and procedures were 
the first to be offered. Then came online
discounts for everyday medical, vision
and dental services. Consider the
following actual list of online deals by
medical professionals:

• Lasik Special for 20% Off—               
Schedule Now

• Botox 50% OFF!!!
• $50 OFF Cosmetic Sclerotherapy     

Service for Spider Veins
• Got Pain? FREE Initial Exam With  

XYZ Orthopedic Institute
• Breast Augmentation Special $3,999

(Reg. $6,000) Limited-Time Offer
• LIPOSUCTION $500 OFF Your 1st 

Surgical Area
• Urgicare Walk-in Clinic Coupon      

$89 New or Established 
• Pay $55 for a Wellness Check 

(a $149 Value) 

Increasingly, these coupons are being
sought by people who are uninsured or
have insurance coverage gaps. Coupons

for discounted preventive or wellness
care are tailor made for consumers who
no longer receive dental or vision
coverage as part of a benefit package.
Consequently, these can quickly sell out.
As a result of this demand, the number 
of health-related “deals” offered by the
various websites continues to increase.

However, questions have been raised
about the legality of these discounting
practices by physicians and other
healthcare organizations. One issue is
whether physicians are “fee-splitting”—
something specifically prohibited under
some federal and state laws and
regulations. 

These arrangements could also be
viewed as violating the federal anti-
kickback statute or similar state laws that
prohibit remuneration in exchange for
referrals. The practice has been under
review by several entities to test its legal
and ethical ramifications, but few have
taken a definitive stand. 

Safeguards with Discounts
In March 2012 the OIG noted

safeguards5 to mitigate the risks in
posting discounts. One of these
recommendations was that physicians
should not require prepayment for
discounted services or procedures. The
OIG based this recommendation on the
fact that a specific procedure may not be
warranted. Yet the physician may feel
obligated to perform it since it was
prepaid. (See Resources for a link to the
complete OIG recommendations.) 

In addition to federal and state laws,
organizations such as the AMA and the
American Osteopathic Association have
guidelines to assist physicians who wish
to advertise their practices. Some national
specialty organizations also provide
recommendations. For example, the
American Academy of Ophthalmology
has published guidelines on general
advertising and advertising refractive

surgical procedures that can serve as a
guideline to physicians in this specialty.   

What Can We Learn
• Keep marketing materials

professional and 100 percent

truthful. Anything short of that will
raise a red flag with regulators and
professional organizations.

• Carefully word marketing or

advertising materials to avoid
unsupported superlatives or
language that could be interpreted as
guaranteeing a good outcome. 

• Obtain proper patient authorization

for photos and ensure identifying
features have been redacted or
adequately obscured before
publication or posting. It is the
physician’s duty to protect patient
confidentiality when using photos. 
If “before and after” photos are used,
include a disclaimer that “results
may vary by patient.”

• Review federal laws that speak to
marketing and advertising by
healthcare providers: 
• Final modifications to the HIPAA 

Privacy, Security, and
Enforcement                                          
Rules mandated by the Health            

Information Technology for            
Economic and Clinical Health        
(HITECH) Act, which strengthen  
the limitations on the use and         
disclosure of protected health         
information for marketing and       
fundraising purposes.

• Federal Anti-Kickback Statute,6     
which generally prohibits the          
payment or receipt of kickbacks 

Questions have been raised
about the legality of discounting
practices by physicians. 



or remuneration (including any     
kickback, bribe or rebate), in          
return for or to induce the referral 
of Medicare or Medicaid business.

• Know your state law for advertising,
marketing and discounting.
California and Maryland, for
example, specifically prohibit
physicians from offering any rebate,
refund, commission, discount or
other consideration for referring
patients.7 Other states (Florida,
Illinois, New York) have legislation
that prohibits kickbacks or fee-
splitting, which some argue occurs
with discount coupon agreements. 

• Determine state guidelines and

prohibitions on advertising and/or
discounting arrangements by
checking with your national state
medical boards, medical societies
and specialty organizations. 

• Do your due diligence before
entering into discounting
arrangements. The discounting
organization’s cut can be as much as
50 percent of the advertised price.
Can your practice afford those terms?
If so, how many coupons can you offer
before incurring a negative financial
impact? Also, how many coupon
patients can the practice handle
before practice staff and scheduling
are overwhelmed?

• Review your contracts with
managed care organizations, third-
party payers and employers. Many
have “favored nation” clauses that
require your best rates. Would you
violate these contracts by offering

discount coupons?
• Follow codes of ethics

put out by the AMA,
American Osteopathic Association
and applicable specialty societies
regarding the advertising 
and marketing of your practice.
Doing so will put you in good stead
as a follower of the profession’s
standard of care. 

1 Iowa Board of Medicine’s complete 
administrative rules on physician advertising
http://medicalboard.iowa.gov/images/pdf/
Advertising%20rule%20for%20physicians.pdf
2 Illinois Division of Professional Regulation, 225
ILCS 60/26, 68 IL ADC § 1285.245, Advertising
3 KS ST § 65-2836
4 K.A.R. 100-18a-1.
5 Office of Inspector General (OIG) Advisory
Opinion No. 12-02, March 20, 2012.
http://oig.hhs.gov/fraud/docs/advisoryopinions/
2012/AdvOpn12-02.pdf
6 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7b
7 California Business and Professions Code, 
Section 650(a). 

Resources
Federal Trade Commission 
FTC guides concerning the use of endorsements
and testimonials in advertising, 16 CFR Part
255, 2009 
www.ftc.gov/opa/2009/10/endortest.shtm

Department of Health & Human Services
Office of Inspector General (OIG) Advisory
Opinion No. 12-02 regarding a proposal to 
operate a website that would display coupons
and advertising from healthcare providers, 
suppliers and other entities. Issued March 20,
2012 http://oig.hhs.gov/fraud/docs/advisory
opinions/2012/AdvOpn12-02.pdf

American Medical Association
AMA’s Code of Medical Ethics (2008), Section
5. Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs 
opinions on confidentiality, advertising and
communications, and media relations 

www.ama-assn.org/ama/pub/physician-
resources/medical-ethics/code-medical-
ethics.page

American Osteopathic Association 
AOA Code of Ethics, Section 7: Under the law
a physician may advertise, but no physician
shall advertise or solicit patients directly or 
indirectly through the use of matters or 
activities that are false or misleading 
www.osteopathic.org/inside-aoa/about/
leadership/Pages/aoa-code-of-ethics.aspx
www.osteopathic.org/inside-aoa/about/
leadership/Pages/aoa-code-of-ethic-
interpretation.aspx

American College of Physicians
ACP Ethics, Manual Sixth Edition, 2012
www.acponline.org/running_practice/ethics/
manual/manual6th.htm

American Academy of Ophthalmology
AAO Code of Ethics, Section B, Rules of Ethics,
13: Communications with the public 
www.aao.org/about/ethics/code_ethics.cfm#
public
AAO Advisory Opinion of the Code of Ethics:
Communications to the public, February 2013 
www.aao.org/about/ethics/upload/AO-2013-
Communications-to-the-Public.pdf
AAO Policy Statement: Guidelines on refractive
surgery advertising
www.aao.org/about/policy/upload/Guidelines-
for-Refractive-Surgery-Advertising-2008.pdf

American Academy of Dermatology
AAD Position Statement: Truth in advertising
and professional credential disclosure 
(approved August 7, 2010; amended August 18,
2012) 
www.aad.org/forms/policies/uploads/ps/
ps-truth%20in%20advertising%20
professional%20credential%20disclosure.pdf
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